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Abstract 
Bullejos, M., A.M. Cegarra and J. Duskin, On cat”-groups and homotopy types, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 86 (1993) 135-154. 
We give an algebraic proof of Loday’s ‘Classification theorem’ for truncated homotopy types. In 
particular we give a precise construction of the homotopy cat”-group associated to a pointed 
topological space which is based on the use of the internal fundamental groupoid functor 
together with Illusie’s ‘total Dee’. 
Introduction 
A group-theoretic classification of connected CW-complexes up to their 
homotopy 2-type was given by Mac Lane and Whitehead [17], who showed that 
the functor 
induces an equivalence between the homotopy category of connected CW- 
complexes, X, with trivial homotopy group at dimensions ~3 and a certain 
localization of the category of-what they called-crossed modules. These objects 
were later seen to be equivalent to category objects (internal categories) within 
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the category of groups (cf. [4]) and on the basis of this fact, Mac Lane and 
Whitehead’s result was extended by Loday (161 to give algebraic models for all 
n-types. He gave the name ‘n-cat-groups’ to his models, but later on Brown and 
Loday [5] observed that these gadgets are equivalent to n-fold category objects in 
the category of groups (rather than n-category objects) and thus deserve the more 
appropriate name of ‘cat”-groups’. One of the main advantages of these models 
for (n + 1)-homotopy types is that they satisfy a general Van Kampen theorem 
which allows some form of calculation [5, 61, and also that there is a combinatori- 
al description of cat”-groups in terms of crossed n-cubes due to Ellis and Steiner 
[ll, 121, which is needed in order to compute colimits of cat”-groups when the 
general Van Kampen theorem is used. 
The methods used by Loday to prove that cat”-groups provide algebraic models 
for all (n + l)-types were based on unclear results about ‘n-cubes of fibrations’ 
and although these were completed by Steiner [22], Loday did not specify 
explicitly how to obtain the cat”-group implicitly associated to a connected 
CW-complex in his proof. The object of this paper is to give an alternative and 
group-theoretic proof of Loday’s ‘classification theorem’ which avoids the prob- 
lem Loday had and in which the cat”-group associated to a connected space is 
explicitly given. Our proof of Loday’s theorem was sketched at the Louvain-la- 
Neuve Category meeting in 1987. Later, in 1989, T. Porter visited the University 
of Granada where we had the opportunity of comparing our proof with another 
he had (201; we have concluded that both proofs deserve to come out. 
The observation that Whitehead’s original construction (I), of the homotopy 
crossed module associated to a CW-complex, is equivalent to the construction of 
the internal fundamental groupoid of a simplicial group [15] and the fact that 
simplicial groups model all homotopy types [7, 151 are the starting points of this 
paper. We give a description of the functorial connections between the category 
of internal categories in Groups and that of Simplicial Groups through the 
functors Nerve and fundamental groupoid and then we pass along an n-dimen- 
sional generalization of these functors by giving the functors of Multinerve and 
fundamental cat”-group of an n-fold-simplicial group. 
Section 1 is devoted to recalling the notion of the classifying space of a 
cat”-group, given by Loday, and proving that the homotopy groups of such spaces 
are trivial at dimensions >n + 1; this fact will be an elementary consequence of 
the fact that the Moore complex of the diagonal of the multinerve of any 
cat”-group is trivial at dimensions ?n + 1. 
In Section 2, we use Illusie’s ‘shift’ functor total Dee [14] to introduce the 
fundamental cat”-group of a path connected and base-pointed space and finally we 
establish that cat”-groups provide algebraic models for all (n + 1)-types. In the 
Appendix we prove some technical results which are used in Section 2. 
In this paper all spaces are path connected and base-pointed, E is an exact 
category in the sense of Barr [2], and A is the category whose objects are the 
ordered sets [0] = {0}, [l] = (0, l}, [2] = {0, 1,2}, . . . and whose morphisms are 
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the order-preserving functions between them. For an arbitrary category E, 
Simpl(E), the category of simplicial objects in E, is the category of functors E”‘lP. 
The category of n-(fold)simplicial objects in E is the category of functors 
E A”px--‘x3”“, so that an n-simplicial object G. has n independent simplicial 
structures (one for each of the ‘coordinate’ directions). The canonical iso- 
morphisms 
cp, : A”+ A x A’-’ , ‘p,(x,, . . . 7 X,,)=(X,,(X,,...,R,,...,x,,)), 
for all i E { 1, . . , n}, induce isomorphisms 
CD! : Simpl”(E)+ Simpl(Simpl”-‘(E)) . 
When we say: ‘let us consider G. as a simplicial object in the direction i, internal 
in Simpl”-l(E)‘, we are identifying G. with @,(G.). The face and degeneracy 
operators of oz(G.) will be denoted by d; and sk respectively; note that these 
operators are morphisms in Simpl”-l(E). 
If the base category is Gp(E), the category of internal groups in E, we will 
speak of a simplicial group (or n-simplicial group) in E. Given a simplicial group 
G. in E, its Moore complex is the non-abelian chain complex 6. in Gp(E) which 
has 
Gn = n Ker(d,) C G,, 
os,Tsn-1 
and whose boundary maps are, in each dimension, the restriction of the last face 
map of G.. The homotopy groups of G., &(G.), k 2 0, are the homology groups 
of its Moore complex. 
If we now consider an n-simplicial group G. in E as a simplicial group in the i 
direction, it has homotopy groups L!i(G.), which are internal groups in 
Simpl”-‘(E), and so (n - 1)-simplicial groups. In this way we have ‘homotopy 
group functors in the ith direction’, which are given by the compositions 
Simpl” Gp( E)? Simpl(Simpl”~‘Gp(E)) s Simpl Gp(Simpl”-‘(E)) 
1 Ih 
Simpl”~‘Gp(E) z Gp(Simpl”-‘(E)) 
Finally, note that any functor U : E+ E’ induces a functor 
U * : Simpl(E)+ Simpl(E’) , 
and any adjoint pair 
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induces an adjoint pair between the corresponding simplicial categories 
Simpl(E) $9 Simpl(E’) 
We will usually take as base category Cat(E), the category of internal categories 
in E. 
1. The classifying space of a cat”-group 
We start this section by recalling some basic facts about internal categories in 
groups, which have already been noted by several authors. 
If 
is an internal category in Gp(E) ( or equivalently a group object in Cat(E)), the 
internal composition morphism A x o A- A is uniquely determined by the 
formula 2 0 2’ = 2 - Ztcz) + z’ (where we have used an additive notation for the 
multiplication in the group A). This fact has two immediate consequences: the 
first one is that any arrow z has an inverse for the composition (namely 
PI _ 
2 -I S(Z) - z + I,(;)) and so any internal category in Gp(E) is a groupoid. The 
second one is that to specify an internal category C in Gp(E) it is sufficient to give 
a reflexive graph in Gp(E), 
satisfying the condition that the commutator group [Ker(s), Ker(t)] is zero. 
The nerve, Ner(C), of a category C in Gp(E) is the simplicial group in E which 
has the group of objects of C as 0-simplices, the group of arrows as l-simplices 
and the group of composable sequences of arrows of length n as n-simplices, for 
n 2 2. The face operator ho’momorphisms are d,, = s, d, = t at dimension one and 
d,,(Z,,...,z,l)=(z,,...,Z,,-,), 
d,(Z ,,..., z,,)=(z ,,...,2,_,~2,,_,+ ,‘...‘Z,,), lsisn-1, 
4, (z ,, . . . ,z,> = (22,. . . , z,,) 3 
at dimension II 2 2. The definition for the degeneracy homomorphisms can be 
seen in [lo]. This construction gives an embedding 
Ner : Cat Gp( E) L, Simpl Gp(E) 
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and establishes an equivalence between Cat Gp(E) and the full subcategory of 
Simpl Gp(E) whose objects are those simplicial groups in E which have trivial 
Moore complex at dimensions 22 [ll]. By iteration, the above functor Ner 
defines a multinerve functor 
X : Cat”Gp(E) + Simpl”Gp(E) , 
which embeds Cat”Gp(E) into Simpl”Gp(E) as a full subcategory; the image of 
this functor consists (up to natural equivalence) of those n-simplicial groups G. 
which have trivial Moore complex at dimensions ~2, for each of the 12 defining 
simplicial structures, i.e. the simplicial groups @;(G.) have trivial Moore complex 
at dimensions 22, for all i = 1, . . . , n [ll]. 
The classifying space %(G.) of an n-simplicial group G., in Set, can be defined 
by the composition 
Simpl”Gp --% Simpl Gp 3 Simpl Set 
I I 
-Top, 
where D is the diagonal functor, w is the classical Eilenberg-Mac Lane ‘classify- 
ing complex’ functor and 1 1 is the geometric realization functor for simplicial sets 
(see [S] or [18] f or a description of these functors). Loday in [16] defined the 
classifying space B(C) of a cat”-group, C, essentially as the classifying space of its 
multinerve, i.e. 93(C) = %33x(C). 
By construction, 3?(C) is a path-connected CW-complex and it has 
I&B(C) = Ll_,DN(C) , i 2 1. 
Also, as Loday proved in [16], I&!%(C) =0 for i? n +2. We will give in this 
section an alternative group-theoretic proof of this fact, which is based on the 
following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1.1. Let G. be un object of Simpl(E). For any II 2 1, the following data 
are equivalent: 
(1) For all m 2 n, any two m-simplices of G. with equal n faces are equal. 
(2) For all m 2 n, any two m-simplices of G. with equal m faces are equal. 
If in addition G. is a simplicial group in E, the above two statements are also 
equivalent to: 
(3) G. has trivial Moore complex at dimensions in. 
Proof. Let x,y E G, be two m-simplices with d,k(x) = djk( y), k = 1, . . . , n and 
0~ i, < i, <. . . < i, 5 m; then, for i, <j < ik+,, we have 
d~,d,(x) = d,m ,d,(x) = d,_ ,d,( y) = d;,dj( y) , 
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for Y 5 k. and 
for r > k. Therefore, d,(x) and d,(y) have n faces equal and so d,(x) = d,(y), for 
all 0 5 j 5 m. Consequently x and y have all their faces equal and then, by using 
(2), x = y. The converse is clear. 
The rest of the proof is a consequence of the fact that for any simplicial group 
G. in E and any m 2 1 there are isomorphisms in E 
q(x) = x + c ((l>“+‘si+,dj(x) 
k =O 
0 
Lemma 1.2. Let G. be an object of Simpl Gp(Cat(E)) whose Moore complex is 
trivial at dimensions in, for some n 2 0, and let Ner(G.) E Simpl’Gp(E) be the 
double simplicial group, in E, obtained by considering G. as an internal category in 
Gp Simpl(E) and then applying nerve. Then the simpliciaf group DNer(G.) has 
trivial Moore complex at dimensions ?n + 1. 
Proof. Suppose m 2 n + 1 and let 5 be an m-simplex of DNer(G.). Then 5 is a 
sequence of composable arrows of the category G,,, .$ = (z, , . . . , z,), and, in the 
diagonal complex, its O-face is (d”(z,), . , dg(z,,_,)) and its i-face for 15 i 5 n, 
is 
(di(Z,>>. ’ . 3 di(Zm-,-1)> d;(Zm-,)Odi(Zm-;+l), dl(Zv,-i+2), . . . ) di(Zm)) ’ 
Then if < has all its i-faces zero, for 0 5 i I n, from the above expression of the 
faces of 5, it is plain to see that each arrow zj has n different faces equal to zero 
and so, by Lemma 1.1, each zi has to be zero. 0 
For any integer m 2 2 and any catm-group C in E, consider Ner(C) E 
Simpl Gp(Cat(Cat”-‘(E))) th e nerve of C in one of the m possible directions. 
Then Ner(C) is in the conditions of Lemma 1.2, for n = 2, and therefore 
DNer(Ner(C)) E Simpl Gp(Cat”-‘(E)) is a g ain in the conditions of Lemma 1.2, 
for n = 3. If we iterate this process we end up with a simplicial group in E which 
has trivial Moore complex at dimensions >rn + 1 and which is isomorphic (since 
nerve and diagonal are both limit constructions and then commute) to DN(C), 
where D : Simpl’“Gp(E)+ Simpl Gp(E) and JV : Cat”Gp(E)-+ Simpl’“Gp(E) are 
the diagonal and multinerve functors. 
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We can conclude the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.3. Let C be a cat”-group. Then DX(C) has trivial Moore complex at 
dimensions Zn + 1. 0 
An immediate consequence is the following: 
Corollary 1.4. (Loday) Let C be a cat”-group. Then II, B(C) = 0, for all i > 
n+l. cl 
A morphism of cat”-groups f : C+ C’ is a weak equivalence if the induced 
morphism B(f) : 93(C)+ %(C’) IS a weak equivalence of spaces. Let us note 
now that, as was proved by Loday [16], the homotopy groups of a cat”-group C 
(i.e. the homotopy groups of B(C)) can be computed as the homology groups of 
a group complex 8(C), of length n, which is built functorially from C by iterating 
a certain mapping cone construction (see [16, Section 3]), so that a morphism of 
cat”-groups is a weak equivalence if and only if the corresponding morphism of 
group complexes induce isomorphisms in the homology. 
2. The fundamental Cat”-group of a space 
The functor Ner : Cat Gp(E) 9 Simpl Gp(E) allows us look at the category 
Cat Gp(E) as a reflexive subcategory of Simpl Gp(E). The reflector functor 
P : Simpl Gp( E) -+ Cat Gp( E) 
is given by the fundamental groupoid construction, 
P(G.)= GJd&)3 G,, > 
where the source, target and identity morphisms are induced by d,,, d, and s,, 
respectively. Let us note that in the case of E = Set, on the underlying set level, 
this construction in groups commutes with the standard construction of the 
fundamental groupoid of a Kan-complex and thus justifies the name. 
The unit of the adjunction 
u. : G. + Ner P( G.) 
induces isomorphisms in the homotopy groups Hi, for i = 0,l. Moreover, if 
I&(G.) = 0, the graph of the category P(G.) is just the kernel pair of the 
canonical projection p : G, + &(G.). This kernel pair in groups is isomorphic to 
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where NM G,, is the semidirect product group of G, with N, the kernel of p, and 
d,(n, g) = g and d,(n, g) = n + g; in this case 
Ner P(G.) g Ner(N ti G,, 3 G,,) 
and therefore the underlying object of Ner P(G.),, in E is isomorphic to the 
product N” x G,,, an observation which will be of use at a later point. 
We can translate to higher dimensions the above fundamental groupoid con- 
struction. The multinerve functor 
K : Cat”Gp(E) + Simpl”Gp(E) 
embeds Cat”Gp(E) into Simpl”Gp(E) as a reflexive subcategory; the reflector 
functor 
9’ : Simpl”Gp(E)+ Cat”Gp(E) 
is obtained by iterating the fundamental groupoid construction. More formally, 
the adjoint pair 9 k JY can be defined inductively as follows: 
In the case n = 1, the adjunction 9’ 1 Xis the usual above described adjunction 
P k Ner. Let us suppose that the adjoint pair at dimension n - 1 
Simpl”-‘Gp(E) 5 Cat”-‘Gp(E) 
has been given. Then by passing to the simplicial categories we have an 
adjunction 9 d k N,, and the adjoint pair at dimension n is obtained by compo- 
sition 
Simpl(Cat”P’Gp(E)) % Simpl(Simpl”~‘(E)) ‘2’ Simpl”Gp(E) 
* 
I? I :p ; ; .\‘ 
Simpl Gp( Cat”- ‘(E)) & 
44 
Nf2r 
Cat Gp(Cat”-‘(E)) T Cat”Gp(E) 
where the functors P and Ner at the bottom row of the above diagram are the 
(one-dimensional) fundamental groupoid functor and nerve, respectively, for the 
basic category E = Cat”~‘(E). 
The fundamental cat*-group of an n-simplicial group G. is by definition P(G.). 
We already have mentioned that for any simplicial group G. the unit of the 
adjunction u. : G. +Ner P(G.) induces a a-weak equivalence between the corre- 
sponding classifying spaces %(u.) : B(G.) + 9P( G.). The following asphericity 
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conditions on an n-simplicial group, n 2 2, G. E Simpl”Gp are sufficient to 
guarantee that the unity of the adjunction 9’ k X induces an (n + l)-weak 
equivalence, C%‘(G.) + %‘?i’(G.), between the corresponding classifying spaces. 
Definition 2.1. Let G. E Simpl”Gp(E) be an n-simplicial group, n 2 2, and m an 
integer with 15 m I n - 1. We will say that G. has the property (A,), if it 
satisfies the following m conditions: 
(a,) @‘(G.) = 0, 
(a,) n:172(G.) = 0, 
(a,) n:lni;. . .17$(G.) = 0, 
for all r>O and i, ,..., i,E{l,..., m+l}, i,#i, when k#j. 
In fact, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2. Let G. E Simpl”Gp(E) b e an n-simplicial group, n 2 2, with the 
property A,, 1. Then the canonical morphism 
u. : D(G.)+ #II:, . . . ZI;-'(G.) , 
which is induced by the projections, is a weak equivalence. 
We also have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. Let G. E Simpl”Gp be an n-simplicial group, n L 1, with the 
property A,_ 1 (A,, = 0). Then the unity of the adjunction 9’ 1 X induces an 
(n + 1)-weak equivalence, 
B(G.) + CW’(G.) , 
between the corresponding geometric realizations. 
The proofs of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 are rather technical and they 
are given in the Appendix. 
Now, given a space X, the question arises of how to associate to X an 
n-simplicial group, Fn(X), with the property A,_,, in such a way that X and 
93.Fn(X) have the same homotopy type. With this n-simplicial group Tn(X) in 
hand, we define the fundamental cat”-group of X, gn(X), as the cat”-group 
associated to Tn((x), i.e. pn(X) = 9Y~(X). 
But since any connected space X has the same homotopy type as the classifying 
space of the simplicial group GS(X), where G(-) is Kan’s loop group functor and 
S(X) is the reduced singular complex of X, we may use this classical result of Kan 
[15] to translate the above question to the context of simplicial groups. 
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Let us then consider the following extension of Illusie’s total Dee functor [14]. 
The ordinal sum functor or : A x . . . X A+ A is given on objects ([m,], . . . , [m,,]) 
bY 
and 
or( f, 
or([m,], . . , [m,]) = n - 1+ i: 
I 
m, 
1 
, 
r=l 
on morphisms (f,, . . . , f,,) : ([m,], . . . , [m,,l)+ ([ml,], . . . J [ml,]) T 
, f,)(j) is given by 
f,(i) ifOZj<m,, 
fZ(j-l-m,)+l+m; if1+m15j51+m,+m,, 
and in general, 
f,(i- 
r-l r-1 
r+l-_Cm, +r-l+Cm:, 
i=l ) i=l 
Then composition with or determines a functor 
Tn = or* : Simpl Gp+ Simpl”Gp . 
Notice that, for any simplicial group G., F,,(G.) is an n-simplicial group which 
has 
y,,(G.), ,... m,, = G,-,+,,+...+m, 1 
and the face morphisms at the direction r, 15 r 5 ~1, are 
d; = d;+,-I+,,,,+ ..+m,m, : %,+,,+...+,,,~ G-z+m,+...+m, 
for 0 5 i 5 m,. Therefore, if we fix any y1 - 1 of the y1 possible directions of 
Fn(G.), we get (by moving on the free direction) a simplicial group with an extra 
degeneracy and so a contractible simplicial group. Hence Y,-,,(G.) has the property 
A,. On the other hand, for any direction r, IIhZTn(G.) is isomorphic to Fn_,(G.), 
if II 2 3, and for n = 2, Il:,.Yz(G.) is isomorphic to G.. So we conclude that for 
any simplicial group G. and any n 2 2, the n-simplicial group F,,(G.) has the 
property A,_, and moreover the simplicial group IIAIIi . . . II:-’ (G.) is just G.. 
Therefore, in this case the weak equivalence u. : KDF,-,,(G.)-+ G. of Proposition 2.2 
is given, at any dimension m, by the composition 
urn= 0 d(m+l)(+l) . . G,,pn+1,-,- Gm .
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We then have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.4. For any simplicial group G. and n 2 2, the n-simplicial group 
T,,(G.) has the property A,_, and the natural transformation 
2’3(u.) : iB(G.)+ 93Fn(G.) 
is an homotopy equivalence. •i 
On the other hand, for any simplicial group G. in Set, by Theorem 2.3, the 
unity of the adjunction 9’ 1 K induces an (n + l)-weak equivalence, 
B(u.) : 93YH(G.)+ BPY,,(G.). If we start with a space X and we consider the 
simplicial group GS(X) we can then define the fundamental cat”-group P,,(X) of 
X as 
Pn(X) = 2?TnGS(X). 
Then we have a diagram 
IW)I B.Fn GS(X) 
in which all maps are natural weak equivalencies up to %?(u.) which is only an 
(n + 1)-weak equivalence. Then we can prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.5. The functors 93 : Cat”Gp+ Top, and CPH : Top. + Cat”Gp induce 
an equivalence between the homotopy category of path connected spaces with trivial 
homotopy group in dimensions >n + 1 and the homotopy category of Cat”Gp. 
Proof. Since we already have proven that for any space X, the spaces 99,,(X) 
and X have the same (n + 1)-homotopy type, we only have to prove that for any 
cat”-group C, the cat”-groups P,,‘,(C) and C are weak equivalents. 
First let us note that if for any n-simplicial group G., we denote by 
E. : YnD(G.)+ G. the n-simplicial morphism given by the composition 
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Cd;,,+, p+ +m,,+n-1 (4) m,+ +m,,_, +,7-l 
G m,,...,k 
I (d~?+,)“‘~+...+“‘,,+“~?(d~)m,+I 
G m,,m2,k, .k 
G m ,..... m,,_,.k 
VA,+1 )
m,,,+.. ttn,+n-,(d~)ml+-- +m,_l+,-l 
G 
1‘ 
m ,...., m,_,,k ,.... k >G m,, ..,m,,k ,..., k 
where k=m,+. . . + m, + y1- 1, we have that 
u. = ID(L) : UWnD(G.)+ D(G.) = ZI$i’; . . . Lf;r-'FnD(G.) 
is the canonical map which is a weak equivalence of simplicial groups (see 
Proposition 2.2). 
Now, given any cat”-group C, the commutativity of the square 
implies that the morphism of cat”-groups 
9-y&.) : w~D.N(c)+ P.N(C) = c 
is a weak equivalence and we have a diagram 
in which all maps are natural and weak equivalencies. 0 
Finally let us note that for any simplicial group G., in Set, Tz(G.) is a double 
simplicial group, which pictorially is described inside the dotted square 
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. 
. . . 
. . . 
& & 
d2 d,, d2 do d2 ; do & 
t, t d4 ‘t t t ds t t t 
iG3 :‘G2 ; 
d2 
t t t 
(74 -G 
do dl 
dl t t 
. . . = Go 
dl dl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
do do do 
t dz t dl t 
. . . (3’2 : G ;G 
do do 
Then the fundamental cat*-group of the simplicial group G. may be described as 
follows: 
First let us see Y2(G.) as a simplicial group in the vertical direction, the 
corresponding fundamental groupoid can be represented by the diagram 
Where G, xdO G, s G, is the kernel pair of d, : Gi + G, _ , and which is a simplicial 
group in Cat. Then we can take again fundamental groupoid construction and we 
obtain 9Y2( G.), which is represented by the diagram 
G2 'd,, G2 
= G, 'd,, G, 
11 11 
G, 'd,, G, :G, 
So the O-cells of 9?&(G.) are the 1-simplices of G.. Its horizontal (respectively, 
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vertical) l-cells are ordered pairs of l-simplices of G. which have the same l-face 
(respectively, O-face). The 2-cells are equivalence classes of ordered pairs, (a, b), 
of 2-simplices of G. which have their O-face in common, d,a = d,b, and where 
two pairs (a, b) and (a’, b’) are equivalent if there exists an ordered pair (x, y) of 
3-simplices of G. such that 
d,x=d,,y, d2x=a, d3y=a’, d,y=b, d,y=b’, 
d,x = s,d,a = s,d,a’ and d,y = s,d,b = s,d,b’ 
Note that the above identities just mean that x and y are homotopies in the 
simplicial group Dec(G.) from a to a’ and b to b’ respectively and that d,x = d,,y 
is a homotopy in G. from d,a = d,b to d,,a’ = d,b’. Sources and targets are 
defined by projection and composition is defined both horizontally and vertically 
using the Kan-condition on G. in sets or (equivalently) using the group structure 
of G.. 
Appendix 
The object of this Appendix is to give a group-theoretical proof of Proposition 
2.2 and Theorem 2.3. We first start by establishing some already known results, 
which are usually deduced from Artin-Mazur’s or Quillen’s spectral sequences, 
[l, 211, but which also have an elementary proof, that we give here. 
Lemma A.1. Let (p,c : X.+ Y. be two morphisms in Simpl”(E) and suppose that 
cp and 5 are homotopic as simplicial morphism in the direction 1, i.e. @, (cp) - 
@St). Then the morphisms induced between the diagonals 
D((p),D( 5) : D(X.)+ D(Y.) are homotopic in Simpl(E). 
Proof. Consider X. and Y. as simplicial objects in the direction 1 and also cp and 5 
as simplicial morphisms in this direction, and let h. = {hi : X,, + Y, : 0 5 i 5 n} be 
a homotopy from cp to 5. Then a homotopy KD(h.) : D(q) -+ D( t) is given by the 
compositions 
Note that hi is a simplicial morphism and then (h,),, denotes the morphism in E 
that h, has at level n. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let G. E Simpl’(Gp(E)) b e a double simplicial group in E. Then 
there are natural isomorphisms 
II;II;(G.) = IJI,,D(G.) = II;#,(G.) . 
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Proof. Let us prove the existence of the first isomorphism in this lemma, the 
proof for the second one is analogous. 
For any element x0,, E G,,, let us denote [x0,,] E II: the corresponding class 
on the quotient group, and let d_, : Go,,, +Il$li(G.) be the canonical projec- 
tion. We only have to prove that d_, is the coequalizer of the pair 
d’d’ 0 0 
G ,.I -G 
djd; 
0,o ) 
but clearly d_, coequalizes the above pair of arrows. Let us suppose an element 
x00 E G” 0 such that d-,(x,,,) = 0. Then there exists an element x,,, E G,,, such 
that [d&J] = 0 and [d:(x,,)l = [xool, and therefore there must exist elements 
xO,,yO, E G,, such that 
d:(x,,,) =0 3 dho,) = xoo > 
&h,,) = d:(x,d 5 d:(y,J = d:hJ . 
But in this case, the element x,, E G,,, given by 
XII = &YIN) + 4%) - &,“) 
has d,,,dt(x,,) = xoo and didf(x,,) = 0. Cl 
Let G. E Simpl’Gp(E) be a double simplicial group in E which is considered as 
a simplicial group object in direction 2, and let us consider the fiber sequence 
0(G.) +. Path(G.)L G. 
where Path(G.) is the path complex of G. which is contractible as simplicial group 
object in direction 2. Then by Lemma A.l, D(Path(G.)) is also contractible. If we 
suppose now that ni(G.) = 0, then f3 is an epimorphism and so the sequence of 
simplicial groups in E 
O+DR(G.)+DPath(G.)+D(G.)+O 
is exact with the middle point contractible. Therefore, for any double simplicial 
group G. E Simp12Gp(E) with II: = 0 there are natural isomorphisms 
II,DLl(G.) = Ili+,D(G.) , l@(G.) = IIf+, . 
Using the above notation, we can prove the following proposition: 
Proposition A.3. Let n Z- 0 be an integer and G. E Simp12Gp(E) be a double 
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simplicial group in E, with the conditions 
(i) 172(G.) = 0 for all i 5 n - 1, 
(ii) II,$l~(G.) = 0. 
Then ITiD = 0 for all i 5 n. 
Proof. Let us do the proof by induction on n. For n = 0, since QD(G.) g 
EIkHi(G.) = 0, the proposition is clear. 
Let us suppose n 2 1, since 
#(fl(G.)) = II;+, , 
we have that flF(fi(G.)) = 0 for 01 i 5 n - 2 and EI~n~_,(fl(G.)) = 0. There- 
fore, using the induction hypothesis, we have that I$UZDn(G.) = 0 for all 0 9 i 5 
n - 1, and then (since Ui(G.) = 0) we deduce that IIiD(G.) = 0 for all 15 i 5 n 
and also, by Lemma A.2, QD(G.) = 0. 0 
Corollary A.4 (Bousfield and Friedlander) Let cp : G. -s H. be an epimorphism of 
double simplicial groups in E, such that II’(q) is an isomorphism of simplicial 
groups in E for all i 2 0. Then IliD is an isomorphism for all i 2 0. 0 
Corollary A.5 Let cp : G. + H. be an epimorphism in Simpl*Gp(E) and suppose 
that the following conditions are satisfied, for an integer n 2 1: 
(1) E@I;(G.) = 0, 
(2) IIf = 0, i = n,n + 1, 
(3) Ilz((p) is an isomorphism for i I n - 1. 
Then ITiD : IIiD(G.)+ QD(H.) IS an isomorphism for all 0 2 i 5 n. 
Proof. Let N. be the kernel of cp. From the homotopy sequence 
. ..-.n* ,,+l(H.)+ II,“( II;( II:(H.) 
we have that nf(N.) =O, for all 05 is n - 1, and Ui(N.)gIIE(G.). Then 
nbIIi(N.) = 0 and, by Proposition A.3, we deduce that QD(N.) = 0 for all 
OSiln. 
Finally, since the group sequence 
is exact, we have that QD((p) is an isomorphism for all 0 5 i 5 n. 0 
In order to prove Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 we start by seeing how the 
fundamental groupoid and diagonal functors behave with respect to the properties 
A m. 
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Lemma A.6 Let G. be an n-simplicial group, n 2 3, which satisfies the property 
A n _ 1. Consider P, (G.) E Cat Simpl”- ’ Gp, the category obtained by taking the 
fundamental groupoid in the direction n, and let Ner P,,(G.) E Simpl”Gp be the 
n-simplicial group which, in the direction n, is the nerve of P,( G.). Then 
Ner P,(G.) satisfies the property A,-,. 
Proof. Let G,, be the object of zero simplices of G., itself regarded as a simplicial 
object in the direction n, and let N be the (n - l)-simplicial group kernel of the 
canonical projection G, + I7g(G.). Since G. satisfies (a,), the underlying (n - l)- 
simplicial set of m-simplices of Ner P,(G.) is the Cartesian product N” X G, (see 
Section 2). Consequently it will be enough to show that both N and G, have the 
property A, -2. 
Let i,, . . . , i, E (1,. . . , n - l}, i, # f, when s # j. Since II:II? . . . @(G,) is 
the object of zero simplices of n>II:f.. . II?( when n?I@. . . II: is 
seen as a simplicial object in the direction n, it follows that G, has the property 
A n-2. 
With respect to N, the hypothesis on G., implies that for any i,, . . . , i, E 
{l,..‘, n - l}, there exists an exact sequence of simplicial groups 
(O-N+ G,+ II; + 0 when k = 1). From this we deduce that 
nyI$... D:(N)=0 forallr>O, 
and so N has the property A,_,. 0 
Now we can attack the proofs of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let us suppose n = 2. Since II: = 0 for all r > 0, the 
canonical morphism 
p : G. + K2(@(G.), 0) 
is a weak equivalence as a simplicial morphism in the direction 2, where 
is a double simplicial group which in the direction 2 is the constant complex 
II:( Then, by Corollary A.4, 
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D(p) : D(G.)4DK2(II;(G.), 0) = II; 
is a weak equivalence. 
The induction on IZ is clear. 0 
Finally, we have the following proof: 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of this theorem is given by induction on ~1. The 
case y1 = 1 is clear since the canonical morphism G. +Ner P(G.) induces iso- 
morphisms in the ni, for i = 0,l. 
Suppose then II 2 2. The unit of the adjunction G. + JEP(G.) can be factored 
as 
G.ANer Pn(G.)z~‘Pr Ner P,(G.) E J??P(G.) , 
where Ner P,(G.) is, as in Lemma A.6, the nerve of the fundamental groupoid of 
G., when G. is considered as a simplicial object in the direction n, and u’ is the 
unity of the corresponding multinerve adjunction 
Cat”-‘Gp Simpl(E) & Simpl”P’Gp Simpl(E) . 
“V’ 
Note that Ner P,,(G.) is considered as an object in Simpl”-‘Gp(Simpl(E)) by 
embedding the direction n in the base category Simpl(E). 
Since U, considered as a simplicial morphism in the direction n, is a weak 
equivalence, it follows from Corollary A.4 that D(u) is a weak equivalence of 
simplicial groups. 
By Lemma A.6, Ner P,(G.) has the property A,_,. Then by induction, if 
ED’ : Simpl”-‘Gp(Simpl(E))-+ Simpl Gp(Simpl(E)) 
is the diagonal functor obtained by identifying the directions 1, . . . , n - 1, the 
morphism 
D’(u’) : IID’ Ner P,(G.)+ D’X’P’ Ner P,(G.) g ED’.,EP(G.) , 
is an (n - l)-equivalence in the category Simpl Gp(Simpl(E)), i.e. if we identify 
Simpl Gp(Simpl(E)) with Simp12Gp(E), then D’(u’) is an (n - l)-equivalence in 
the direction 1. We then have that ITID’ satisfies condition (3) of Corollary 
A.5, for this n. Condition (2) of Corollary A.5-i.e. n,‘D’NP(G.) =O, for 
i = n,n + l-follows from the fact that UI’.KP(G.) has trivial Moore complex in 
dimensions ?n as a direct consequence of an iterated use of Lemma 1.2. 
Finally, recalling that D’ Ner P,( G.) as a double simplicial object has directions 
1 and n, let us observe that condition (1) of Corollary A.5, 
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is also satisfied: 
In fact, since Ner P,(G.) has the property An_*, by Proposition 2.2, we have 
that D’ Ner P,(G.) and ni. . ZIfi-’ Ner P,z(G.) are weakly equivalent as simpli- 
cial objects in the direction 1. Then 
n:D’ Ner P,(G.) and niLrf,. . . II;-’ Ner P,,(G.) 
are isomorphic simplicial groups, with the same direction IZ. But the object of 
0-simplices of 
npl:, . . . n;t-’ Ner P,,(G.) 
is the same as the object of 0-simplices of 
and this last one is trivial since G. has the property A,_, . 
Consequently D’(u’) is a double simplicial epimorphism which satisfies the 
hypothesis of Corollary A.5 and thus its diagonal, which is just D(u), is an 
n-equivalence. From here the theorem is clear. 0 
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